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QUESTION 1

Madeupcorp.com is in the process of migrating from a third-party email system to G Suite. The VP of Marketing is
concerned that her team already administers the corporate AdSense, AdWords, and YouTube channels using their
@madeupcorp.com email addresses, but has not tracked which users have access to which service. You need to
ensure that there is no disruption. 

What should you do? 

A. Run the Transfer Tool for Unmanaged users. 

B. Use a Google Form to survey the Marketing department users. 

C. Assure the VP that there is no action required to configure G Suite. 

D. Contact Google Enterprise Support to identify affected users. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://support.google.com/a/answer/6178640?hl=en 

 

QUESTION 2

What action should be taken to configure alerting related to phishing attacks? 

A. Set up a Token audit log event alert. 

B. Set up an Admin audit log event alert. 

C. Set up an email settings changed alert. 

D. Set up a suspicious login event alert. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://support.google.com/a/answer/9104586?hl=en 

 

QUESTION 3

The company\\'s ten most senior executives are to have their offices outfitted with dedicated, standardized video
conference cameras, microphones, and screens. The goal is to reduce the amount of technical support they require due
to frequent, habitual switching between various mobile and PC devices throughout their busy days. You must ensure
that it is easier for the executives to join Meet video conferences with the dedicated equipment instead of whatever
device they happen to have available. 

What should you do? 

A. Set up unmanaged Chromeboxes and set the executives\\' homepage to meet.google.com via Chrome settings. 

B. Set up the executive offices as reservable Calendar Resources, deploy Hangouts Meet Hardware Kits, and associate
the Meet hardware with the room calendars. 
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C. Deploy Hangouts Meet Hardware Kits to each executive office, and associate the Meet hardware with the
executives\\' calendars. 

D. Provision managed Chromeboxes and set the executives\\' Chrome homepage to meet. google.com via device
policy. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

With the help of a partner, you deployed G Suite last year and have seen the rapid pace of innovation and development
within the platform. Your CIO has requested that you develop a method of staying up-to-date on all things G Suite so
that you can be prepared to take advantage of new features and ensure that your organization gets the most out of the
platform. 

What should you do? 

A. Develop a cadence of regular roadmap and business reviews with your partner. 

B. Regularly scan the admin console and keep track of any new features you identify. 

C. Create a Feature Release alert in the Alert Center to be alerted to new functionality. 

D. Put half of your organization on the Rapid Release Schedule to highlight differences. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Your organization is part of a highly regulated industry with a very high turnover. In order to recycle licenses for new
employees and comply with data retention regulations, it has been determined that certain G Suite data should be
stored in a separate backup environment. 

How should you store data for this situation? 

A. Use routing rules to dual-deliver mail to an on-premises SMTP server and G Suite. 

B. Write a script and use G Suite APIs to access and download user data. 

C. Use a third-party tool to configure secure backup of G Suite data. 

D. Train users to use Google Takeout and store their archives locally. 

Correct Answer: C 
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